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Abstract (en)
A plug device (1) for plugin a plurality of small elongated parts (200) into a plurality of holes (120) arranged in a part carrier (100), the plug device
(1) comprises a body (10) comprising a main member (30) and a wall (20a, 20b), the wall (20a, 20b) extends from the main member (30) along a
first axis (X), thereby surrounding the first axis (X) defining a cylindrical cup (70), wherein the main member (30) comprises an outer opening (32) on
an outer surface (72) of the cylindrical cup (70) and a plurality of inner openings (40-47, 50-53) on an inner surface (74) of the cylindrical cup (70),
wherein the outer opening (32) and the plurality of inner openings (40-47, 50-53) are connected by at least one channel (60), whereby the channel
(60) is adapted to guide pressurized gas into the cylindrical cup (70), wherein an open portion (76) of the cylindrical cup (70) comprises fastening
means that cooperate with fastening means arranged on the part carrier (100) to close the open portion (76) by fastening the part carrier (100) to the
cylindrical cup (70), wherein when the part carrier (100) is fastened, the plurality of holes (120) are adjusted along the first axis (X) and wherein the
plurality of holes (120) are adapted to let out pressured gas out of the cylindrical cup (70).
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